This was a well-organized event. My compliments to you and your team.
All communication towards the event showed a great sense of customer focus.
With a warm welcome by the SWS team, especially the direct introduction to some of the other dinner guests did help
immediately starting the conversations.
I can also confirm the venue lived up to the expectations, as expected L’Europe delivered a high-quality menu which was
very much enjoyed.
The group was nicely balanced between Energy, Banks & Telco’s providing some diversity on one hand while still having
related experiences and issues on the data and digitalization area.
That would also be my tip for future sessions to keep groups like this: familiar businesses on one hand and with new
insights from other businesses. Thanks for inviting me, would love to return at any future event.
And a compliment to Tom the driver of the day to finalize the good experience.
Director Data Governance
Global Data & Analytics
Liberty Global
In a few words: excellent event, well organized and good discussions!
Senior Vice President Financial Restructuring & Recovery
Rabobank
First of all: thanks again for the invite and pleasant evening.
What I really liked was that you had an intro of all attendees and there were some really interesting people I connected
with. Level and a mix of participants was matching my expectations.
I had some good conversations and am happy to attend the next time. Looking forward to taking part in the Linkedin
group!
Head of Retail Data Strategy
Innogy
The evening was really well organized and very beneficial. It was extremely interesting to exchange views with people
from so many different companies and backgrounds. Initially, I had questioned whether the planned time of >4 hours was
too long, but time flew by - definitely a worthwhile evening!
Thanks for the invitation!
Vice President Operations, Business Area Markets
Markets BU Operations
Vattenfall
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I really enjoyed yesterday evening. I think you all did a great job in selecting the participants and making sure that they
would all be present. Compliments for the friendly but decisive way in which you made clear that being present was "not
optional".
The location was excellent. All courses of the diner where tasty. However, I missed the vegetables.
As far as the digitalization topic was concerned: The report showed clear results.
Head of Application & Data Architecture
Innovation & Technology | Chief Architect & Data Management (CADM)
ABN AMRO Bank
Great evening in a great surrounding.
Fine Dinner & Wine and above all
A good company from a variety of industries, compliments.
Good discussion about Cybersecurity and Data protection regulation.
Appreciated the pick-up service!!
SVP Fintech & Innovation
Rabobank
The venue and the dinner were very nice. No further comments.
The participants were diverse and of a good level for sharing thoughts. No further comments.
The follow-up with the LinkedIn group for the continued the discussion is also a nice idea and I am looking forward to it.
Risk Management Rabobank “former Head of OpRisk”
Rabobank
It was the first time I attended an event that was set up in this way.
Mix and level of attendees were according to my expectation.
I connected after the event already with some attendees via LinkedIn, so good from networking perspective.
Well organized and excellent location/food.
Head of Technology Procurement
VodafoneZiggo
Thanks for the nice and interesting dinner.
COO
ING Nederland
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Thanks for the great evening yesterday. I really enjoyed the conversation I had with the many people I met.
We all face the same challenges I learned. The venue was very good and also the open discussion we had.
Love to hear more about the next event.
Business Partner Digital Development B2B Cente
Business Digitalization & Nuon Klanten Business Model & Transformation
NUON
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